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Abstract - This research paper gives an overview of the concept of potential Individuals. Organizations while operating 

in such a highly dynamic environment need those individuals who are capable of achieving tasks while working not 

only in the present role but also in any role assigned in the future. Therefore it is important to select the new recruits 

based on their potential besides looking into their knowledge, experience and other credentials. An attempt is being 

done to study the existing literature available on potential individuals and their qualities. This research paper recalls 

the definition of potential individuals and analyses the literature available on potential individuals. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Quiet recently, considerable attention has been paid to 

identifying potential individuals in the organizations. The 

cornerstone and the only differentiating asset of an 

Organization from its competitors are its employees. 

Besides, if such employees have a potential of achieving 

tasks if assigned in future (being more reliable and capable 

of doing something which is not being done now), it would 

be a great value addition to an Organization. The England 

Collins Cobuild dictionary has defined the term ―Potential‖ 

as - Capable of being or becoming but not yet in existence; 

latent. 

We use potential individual to say that someone or 

something is capable of developing into the particular kind 

of person or thing mentioned.  If you say that someone or 

something has potential, you mean that they have the 

necessary abilities or qualities to become successful or 

useful in the future.   

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Key findings of the existing literature regarding 

Potential Individuals: 

Much of the research and literature available focuses on 

HIPO’s what is termed as High potential employees. 

Gritzmacher (1989) outlines nine characteristics of HIPO’s 

including independent, committed, time conscious, high 

need for continuous improvement and creative. High 

potential (HIPO) employees, as defined by Schumacher 

(2009), are employees who produce excellent work 

performance consistently. HIPOs are the people who have 

the potential to assume higher positions in the future and 

they normally score well on various leadership assessment 

criteria (Schumacher, 2009). Derr (1987) notes that  HIPOs 

are general managers who have the ability of climbing up 

the hierarchy ladder over a period of time and HIPOs 

become heads by the age of forty. A high-potential 

employee is one who has been identified as having the 

potential, ability, and aspiration to hold successive 

leadership positions in an organization (Bersin by Deloitte 

staff, n.d.).High-potential employees constitute the top 3-5 

percent of a company’s talent (Nikravan, 2011).   

Findings of Lombardo and Eichinger (2000): 

Lombardo and Eichinger (2000) in their research article ― 

High Potentials as High Learners‖ discussed about 

derailment of individuals from their career and the 

characteristics of the learning agile. In their response to a 

study made by (McCall et al., 1988), on one of the Center 

for Creative Leadership studies which states that successful 

executives had a strong and similar pattern of learning from 

key job assignments, they argued that the derailed 

executives, all of whom had been successful for many years 

and had gone through many of the same key assignments as 

the successful executives, had virtually no pattern of 

learning from jobs. They stated that derailment is partly not 

learning new things. In a companion study (McCall and 

Lombardo, 1983), one of the key reasons cited for 

derailment was being blocked to new learning. According 

to organizational insiders interviewed, individuals quit 

learning assuming that they were legends and achieved 

enough in their career. They could not realise that they 

would be victimised by their own negative attitude towards 

learning new things. In their study on defining what a 

superior learner from experience (someone who is learning 

agile) looked like they had constructed four factors that 

describe different aspects of learning agility. 

1) People Agility—Describes people who know 

themselves well, learn from experience, treat 

others constructively, are cool and resilient under 

the pressures of change.   

2) Results Agility—Describes people who get results 

under tough conditions, inspire others to perform 
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beyond normal, and exhibit the sort of presence 

that builds confidence in others.  

3) Mental Agility—Describes people who think 

through problems from a fresh point of view and 

are comfortable with complexity, ambiguity, and 

explaining their thinking to others. 

4) Change Agility—Describes people who are 

curious, have a passion for ideas, like to 

experiment with test cases, and engage in skill 

building activities. 

Nicky Dries, Roland Pepermans,(2007) in their 

research paper entitled "Using emotional intelligence to 

identify high potential: a metacompetency 

perspective", had stated that emotional intelligence 

subscales like assertiveness, independence, optimism, 

flexibility and social responsibility appear to be 

―covert‖ high-potential identification criteria, separating 

between high potentials and regular managers. Such 

potential individuals would however exhibit higher 

levels of job performance possess less boundaryless 

career attitudes. 

Findings of PA Consulting Group: 

PA Consulting Group’s Jo Dunne, a people and talent 

expert, and Dr Amanda Potter, CEO of BeTalent (2017), in 

their article ―Seven traits that mark out high-potential 

employees‖ discussed how to identify the people with high 

potential.  

 Behaviours 

 Expertise 

 Strengths 

 Tenets  

 Aspirations 

 Engagement 

 Intelligence(cognitive, emotional and social) 

III. “X” FACTORS OF HIPO’S 

In an article published for Harvard Business Review, 

authors Doug Ready, Jay Conger, and Linda Hill identified 

four ―X‖ factors that are common among high-potential 

employees: 

 A drive to excel  

 A catalytic learning ability   

 An enterprising spirit  

 Dynamic sensors  

High-potential employees deliver strong results by building 

trust, confidence, and therefore credibility among 

colleagues. They easily master new types of expertise and 

recognize that behavior counts (Ready et al, 2010).   

Gartner (CEB) Approach on high potential employees: 

According to Corporate Executive Board (CEB), a 

consulting firm, high potential employees have three key 

characteristics in common: aspiration, ability, and 

engagement. In the figure mentioned below the common 

intersection part where all the three key characteristics meet 

are the HIPOs who possess all the mentioned key 

characteristics.  

 

Nurita Juhdi, Fatimah Pa’wan and Ram Milah (2012) in 

their research paper ―Examining Characteristics of High 

Potential Employees from Employees’ Perspective‖ 

explained that given the complexity in managing HIPOs, 

HR practitioners have to be watchful of the types of HIPOs 

they are managing and be responsive to what they expect 

from the organizations. There must be appropriate tools to 

use in gauging the employees’ potential. Performance 

appraisals, skill inventory, assessment centers, self-

assessment using interviews or questionnaire and 

nomination system are helpful in identifying employees’ 

talents and career aspiration. High performing employees 

with seniority in the organization and possess high 

education level should be given the priority in receiving 

development programs. The efforts have to be followed 

with the measurement of the degree in each HIPO 

characteristic because it is possible for employees to have 

varying levels of leadership spirit, learning agility and drive 

for high performance.  

Kip Kelly, Director UNC Executive Development in his 

article ―Identifying High-Potential Talent in the 

Workplace‖ Offers steps HR and talent management 

professionals can take to establish an effective high 

potential talent identification program.   

Step 1: Plan for the future 

Step 2: Define high-potential criteria 

Step 3: Make the high-potential criteria measureable.  

Step 4: Identify high-potential candidates.  

Dr Santhosh Koyadan Veettil(October 2016) in his 

article ―High Potential Employees – Building it Right‖ 

suggests that a pool of valuable High Potential and High 

Performing employees for the future could be developed by 

implementing properly designed career development 
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programs and empowering their line managers in discussing 

freely with their subordinates about their career planning.  

Doing this would encourage the employees to become 

ambitious, continuously learn and become highly potential 

over a period of time.  

IV. CONCLUSIVE IMPLICATIONS 

All these studies reveal that the Organizations’ entire staffs 

are not potential employees and they can be identified 

through different characteristics. There is a lot of literature 

still available on potentiality of individuals, yet few 

important findings have been compiled in this article. 

 If these characteristics of potential individuals could be 

identified at the entry level while hiring new recruits, there 

would be plenty of potential individuals available to the 

organizations then. Potentiality of an individual implies his 

ability to perform better in a job assigned in future. 

Therefore at the entry level selection of new hires , 

measuring their potential levels could be much affordable to 

an Organization as there would be a bigger pool of potential 

candidates available to an Organization at its dispense. The 

model below illustrates the better availability of pool of 

potential candidates as a result of assessing potentiality at 

the entry level for new hires rather than finding potential 

candidates at a later stage. 

 

Fig: Importance of implementing Potential Analysis at 

entry level of New Hires: 
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